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Abstract – This paper presents the importance of analysis
and evaluation of Performance Metrics of Real Time
Operating systems. Advanced parameters such as
Semaphore Shuffling Time, Deadlock Breaking Time, TaskTask message Passing Time are considered in this paper. A
32-bit Microcontroller is chosen for benchmarking. Two
RTOS that are available as open source for educational
purpose are considered.
Index Terms – open source RTOS, performance evaluation,
performance measurement, RTOS analysis
I.

INTRODUCTION

Embedded Systems is widely flourished technology of the
world today. They play a vital and inevitable role in Aerospace
engineering, Automotive electronics, Entertainment Industry,
Medical Electronics, etc. These domains can be divided as non
time-critical systems and time-critical systems. Time-critical
systems focus to meet the deadline on time without
compromise, taking into account the Best case and the Worst
case scenario of execution. The main factors that contribute in
achieving deadlines are the speed of the processor in executing
instructions and the Real Time Operating System running on
the microcontroller. The RTOS is a platform that can run the
time-critical application and contributes to the scheduling of
applications and task management. Real Time Operating
System is one of the critical aspects of any embedded system
that has time-critical application running on it.
This paper is deals with the following sections. The RTOS
chosen for evaluation and its features are explained in second
section. The importance and definition of benchmarking
parameters are discussed in the third section. The Methodology
used and the evaluation results are considered in the fourth and
fifth section respectively. The conclusion is described in the
final section.

II.

RTOS is generally implemented in any Embedded System
for an application to run to ensure that the application’s
execution time become predictable and deterministic.
In this paper, FreeRTOS and µCOS-II are the two RTOS
considered for evaluation in this paper. These RTOS are opensource and free for educational purpose. The kernels are based
on the Priority based Pre-emptive Scheduling algorithm. So the
evaluation is based on apples-to-apples comparison. Both of
these RTOS are commonly used in Safety-critical applications.
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FreeRTOS

FreeRTOS is developed by Real Time Engineers Ltd.
It provides both Pre-emptive and Co-operative Scheduling [2],
[3]. FreeRTOS does a deterministic operation and has a
memory footprint of 10K at the maximum. FreeRTOS currently
extends support to 35 microcontroller architectures. The
number of APIs is less and functionalities are more.

B.

MicroController/OS-II

MicroController/OS-II (widely known as µC/OS-II) is a
real-time kernel used in Avionics, Medical Equipments,
Consumer Electronics, Automotive Electronics etc. The kernel
is developed by Jean J. Labrosse. It provides Preemptive
Scheduling and multitasking real-time kernel. The memory
footprint can range from 6KB to 24KB. µC/OS-II can support
upto 254 application tasks [1], [4].

III.

BENCHMARKING PARAMETERS

Benchmarking techniques are developed to facilitate
engineers with techniques to evaluate and compare the RTOSs
running on any embedded systems. The definition of the
parameters considered for evaluation is explained below.
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RTOS CHOSEN FOR EVALUATION

Semaphore Passing Time

Asynchronous events such as External Interrupts are
synchronized with the RTOS Scheduler using Semaphores.
Semaphores can be Binary or Counting Semaphores. Hence
Semaphore Passing Time is the delay between the time when a
task releases its semaphore and the time when another task
acquiring this Semaphore getting to running state. This
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parameter demands atleast four tasks in the ready state. The
tasks must be of different priorities from each other.
Semaphores are also used to allocate resource to a
particular task when multiple tasks demand for same resource.
The semaphore passing time quantifies the overhead related to
mutual exclusion. When multiple tasks compete for the same
resources this is expected.

Task A

Pend

Post

Pend

Semaphore
Fig 1. Semaphore Passing Time

B.

Deadlock Violation Time

Deadlock Violation is expected during a higher-priority
task preempting a lower-priority task, especially when lowpriority task holds a resource needed by the higher-priority
task. Deadlock Violation Time measures the average time
taken to resolve this violation.
It is normal to anticipate deadlocks in preemptive
multitasking kernels. Dynamic assignment of priority is the
effective way to resolve this problem. The running task priority
is raised above that of the interrupting task till the resource to
be shared is released by the lower priority task. Later the
priority can be lowered. Deadlock violation time, hence, is
calculated as the sum of times required to achieve resource
sharing between a low priority task acquiring a resource and a
higher-priority task needing it.
Task A (High
Priority)

Task B (Low
Priority)

Fig 3. Task-Task message Passing Time

IV.

METHODOLOGY

V.

EVALUATION RESULTS

The evaluation of the advanced parameters results in the
average values taken. The average is calculated based on
repeated execution of the test for fifteen iterations.
TABLE 1
Evaluation Results of open-source RTOS
FreeRTOS

µC/OS-II

Semaphore Passing
Time

0.333µs

0.207µs

Deadlock Violation
Time

40.14µs

41.31µs

Task-Task message
Passing Time

2.25µs

3.06µs

IV.

Resource
Fig 2. Deadlock Violation Time

C.

Task B

The benchmarking of the above said parameters are done
based on Rhealstone Benchmarking techniques. The above said
parameters are advanced when compared to the basic inevitable
parameters such as Task Jitter, Scheduler Jitter, Task Latency
and Interrupt Latency, Context-Switching Times. The
Scheduler tick frequency, Preemptive Mode of Scheduling,
Interrupt priority and Task Priorities are maintained the same
throughout the evaluation.

Task B
Post

Task A

Task-Task message Passing Time

Task-Task Message Passing Time is the delay within the
application when a definite length message is passed from one
task to another. The following is the algorithm to calculate this
delay. There has to be atleast two tasks to share a message. In
this case, the sending task should go to blocked state
immediately after sending the message and the receiving task
should be suspended until receiving this message. The TaskTask message-passing connection is to be established
dynamically. When multiple data are sent on the same
connection, the receiving task can read an old message before
the sending task overwrites it with a new one.

CONCLUSION

Thus the evaluation of FreeRTOS and µC/OS-II on the 32bit Microcontroller Platform based on the chosen measurement
metrics is performed. The results are presented above. These
results conclude that both the RTOS maintain the consistency.
Hence they prove to be suitable for any time-critical
applications.
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